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Using pointwise upper bounds recently obtained by the first author, we first show 
that the heat kernel h,(x, y) on a Riemannian symmetric space of the noncompact 
type G/K is asymptotically concentrated in an annulus centered at y and moving to 
infinity with finite speed 2 (~1, p being as usual the half sum of all positive roots of 
G/K. In the higher rank case we prove moreover that heat not only concentrates in 
an annulus but also along the (K-orbit) of the p-axis. By applying wave equation 
techniques developed by M. E. Taylor, we partially extend the above results to 
Riemannian manifolds with exponential volume growth and Lz spectrum of the 
Laplacian bounded away from 0. Some extensions to the vector bundle case are 
also considered. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It was observed in [D, Corollary 5.7.33 that the heat kernel h,(x, y) on 
real hyperbolic space H”(R) satisfies 
s A w, Y) -+ 1, 
as t-03, (1) 
R,t<d(x,y)<Rzr 
whenever R, < n - 1 < RZ. This means that heat produced initially at a 
point y does not diffuse homogeneously but concentrates asymptotically in 
an annulus moving to infinity with finite speed. Such behavior differs 
sharply from what happens for instance in the Euclidean space R”, where 
I & h,(x, v) * 
0 if a#1/2 
RI P < 4x, y) c Rz P C(Rt, R,) if a = l/2. 
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This paper grew out of an attempt to extend (1) to general Riemannian 
symmetric spaces of the noncompact ype. We were actually able to obtain 
a more precise result, especially in the higher rank case, namely that heat 
not only concentrates in an annulus, but also along the (K-orbit of the) 
p-axis (see Theorem 1). As a further extension, we were also able to obtain 
an analogue of (1) for a more general class of Riemannian manifolds. 
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the case of 
symmetric spaces. The proof there is based on precise pointwise estimates 
for the heat kernel, obtained recently in [A]. Section 3 deals with an exten- 
sion to Riemannian manifolds with exponential volume growth and L* 
spectrum of the Laplacian bounded away from the origin. We use there a 
method developed by M. E. Taylor (see, e.g., [CGT, T]), which was 
actually also the main source of inspiration for [A]. We conclude by 
briefly indicating how the results of the section can be partially extended to 
the vector bundle case. 
2. SYMMETRIC SPACES 
In this section we will obtain a sharp version of (1) for general 
symmetric spaces of the noncompact type. Our notation is standard and 
follows [H]. Thus G is a real semisimple Lie group (connected, noncom- 
pact, with finite center), K a maximal compact subgroup, G/K and g = 
f 0 p the associated Riemannian symmetric space and Cartan decomposi- 
tion at the Lie algebra level, a a maximal abelian subspace of p, and 
1= dim a. G/K and a are equipped with the metric induced from the Killing 
form of g. Ix] will denote the distance to the origin {K} in G/K. a will be 
identified with its dual space. 
The Cartan decomposition of G reads G = K(exp at) K.‘This means that 
we have made a choice of positivity: C + is a set of positive roots and 2 
is the corresponding Weyl chamber. As usual let p = l/2 xNeZ+ m,a be the 
half sum of all positive roots, counted with multiplicities. In the Cartan 
decomposition, the Haar measure of G is given by 
dx = const. 6(H) dk 1 dH dk, , (2) 
with 6(H) = ncrsz+ (sinh(cr, H))“% = O(e2<Y‘H)). It induces the Rieman- 
nian measure on G/K (up to a constant). The heat kernel on G/K is a 
bi-K-invariant convolution kernel: h,(xK, yK) = k,(Ky-‘xK). Precise 
estimates for k, were recently obtained in [A, Theorem 3.11. For t 9 0, we 
get in particular 
k,(exp H) = O(( 1 + H)d e-iP12 t- P(H)- 1Hi2/4r) (3) 
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for HE~, and 
k,(expH)=O(t-d(l+H)d-//2e~1P12r--(H)-11H12/4r) (4) 
in any proper subcone. Here d is some positive constant. 
From these estimates we shall now deduce the following result, which 
both improves and generalises (1). We remark that many developments in 
the sequel are only relevant in the higher rank case. Simplifications 
occurring in the rank one case are easy to figure out. 
THEOREM 1. Let R(t) and y(t) be two positive functions with 
t-1’2R(t) --) 00 and P2y(t) + co as t + co. 
Consider in a the annulus 
21~1 t-R(t)<lH1<2lpl t+R(t) 
and the solid cone r(t) with angle y(t) around the p-axis, and denote by Q(t) 
their intersection (see Fig. 1). Then 
I dx k,(x) --f 1, as t-+cO. KexpB(r)K 
Proof. Since k, has total integral 1, it is equivalent to show that 
f 
dx k,(x) -+ 0. (5) 
G\K(=P Q(t))K 
This will be achieved by cutting the domain of integration into several 
pieces, and estimating each term separately. Let us make some preliminary 
observations: 
FIGURE 1 
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(a) According to (2), the integral of k, over any &K-invariant 
(measurable) set K(exp52) K(Q c2) is controlled by jn dHe2(P,H)k,(exp H). 
By plugging in either of the estimates (3) or (4), we get the exponential term 
e-lpiZt+p(H)-‘JHi2’4r, which can be rewritten as e -(I /PI t~IHlP/4re-(lPl IHI-(P.H)I 
This expression clearly has a maximum when H = 2tp; the first, resp. the 
second, factor decreases as H moves away from the sphere 1 H( = 2t IpI, 
resp. the p-axis. 
(b) By reducing R(t) and y(t) if necessary, we may assume that 
R(t) = o(t) and y(t) = O( 1). Thus Q(t) will be eventually contained in the 
intersection of any annulus R, t < 1 HI < R, t (R, < ) p 1 < R2) with any solid 
cone around the p-axis. Since p lies in 2, we may in particular assume 
that r(t) is contained in a proper circular subcone r,, of at, with p-axis 
and (small) angle yO. 
We come now to the proof of (5). Figure 2 illustrates the way we divide 
the domain of integration in h’. 
(c) Let us show that 
I,(l)=/ dx k,(x) and 12(t) [ dx k,(x) 
IYlGRlr IVl>RZf 
tend to zero, whenever R, < 2 1 pi < R2. By our preceding considerations it 
suffices to prove that 
~H(~+~H~)~~-‘~IPI’-I~I”/~‘-,o~ 
IHI G RI! 
lH( = Rzt 
FIGURE 2 
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and 
J 
dH(l + Jff()de-(2 Id t-IHIP/4r +o. 
IHI 3R2f 
In the first, resp. second case, we use the estimate (2 IpI t - IHI)‘/4t > 
t(2 lpl - R1)*/4, req. (2 (pl t - IHI)*/4t a IHI (2 Ipl- R2)*/4R2. The 
conclusion follows easily. 
(d) Let us now consider the integral 
m=J dx k,(x). 
x q? K(exp l-0) K, RI I< 1x1 4 Rj(f) 
In this case, after reduction to 7, we use the factor e-(IPI JHi -<p*H>). The 
estimate IpI IH( - (p, H) 2 (1 --OS y,) IpI IHI shows that 
IHIde -(IPI IW - <AH>) + 0 J dH H4roo. IHI>Rlt 
exponentially. 
(e) Handling the remaining : terms 
Is(t)= J dx k,(x), 
xEK(exP~C‘(r))K,2lp( r+R(l)<(xlCR21 
Ici(t)= J dx k,(x), 
xcK(expGb) K\K(exp~(c)) K,Rlt6 I.4 <2 IpI I 
IT(t)= J dx k,(x) 
XE W=P r,) K\K(exp r(t)) K,2 IpI IQ 1x1 < R21 
is more delicate. By introducing polar coordinates in a, we are reduced to 
estimating integrals of the form 
J drrl-lt-d(l +r)d-(/2,-(*~p~1--)2/4f dysin/-2y ,-l~ld-cos~). J 
First of all r’-‘tpd( 1 + r)d-“2 can be replaced by tl/*- i, since r and t are 
comparable in the actual context. Next consider the inner integral 
J Y2 dy sin’-* y e-I&‘1 r(l-~os~). YI 
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Elementary inequalities lead to the upper bound 
This yields a factor 0( 6’ -‘)j2), resp. o( t(1-‘)‘2), in the case of Z4(t) and 
Z,(t), resp. Z6( t) and Z,(t). Thus we are left with the outer integral 
which becomes 
after performing the change of variables s = (2 1 pl t - r)2/4t. This yields a 
factor O(t”‘), resp. o(t”2), in the case of Z6(t) and Z,(t), resp. Z4(t) and 
Is(t). Putting everything together we see that all integrals Z4(t), Is(t), Z,(t), 
and Z,(t) tend to 0 and this brings us to the desired conclusion. 
3. GENERAL RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 
In this section we investigate the analogue of (1) for Riemannian 
manifolds. As in [T] (see also [CGT]) we shall use wave equation 
techniques and obtain integral estimates over concentric spherical shells. 
The manifolds we consider satisfy the following assumptions: 
M” is a complete, noncompact Riemannian manifold; (6) 
The volume of geodesic balls grows (at most) exponentially, i.e., 
vol B(x, r) = O( Y%?), 
(7) 
r+co; 
The L2 spectrum of the Laplacian A is bounded above, i.e., 
E’=infspec(-A)>O. 
(8) 
It is well known that the conditions above hold for Riemannian sym- 
metric spaces of the noncompact type. In this case E = K = I pl .(and 
IC = (I - 1)/2). In general the inequality Ed K is true. Condition (7) holds 
for instance when the Ricci curvature is bounded from below. On the other 
hand (8) holds for simply connected manifolds with sectional (or Ricci) 
curvature < const. < 0 [McK, Se], and it cannot hold when Ricci b 0. 
Let us turn to the heat kernel ht(x, y) on M”. Its basic properties are 
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ensured by condition (6) [St, Sect. 31. Condition (7) implies stochastic 
completeness [KL, G], which may be expressed be the conservation law 
I dx h,(x, y) = 1. (9) ‘44” 
We want to prove the following analogue of (1): 
THEOREM 2. 
s dx W, y) -+ 1, as t-+co, (10) RII- R(r)<d(x, y) < RZI+ R(r) 
where 
R, = 2(K- ,/=), R, = 2(K + Jm) 
and 
k-1 
R(t) - 
2JzzP 
logtrco if E<K 
R(t) = (21ct log t)“’ ‘f rc>OandE=K 
R(t)/+‘? co f Ic=OandE=K. 
Remark. Despite its generality, the result in Theorem 2 appears to be 
rather sharp. For rank one Riemannian symmetric spaces of the noncom- 
pact type the conclusion is indeed the same as in Theorem 1, and, in the 
higher rank case, the width of the critical annulus is worse just by a factor 
(log t)“? 
Proof: Fix y E M”. Owing to (9), it is equivalent to show that all four 
integrals 
I,=[ dx h,k Y), 
d(x, Y) G RI r/3 
z*=J dx ht(x, Y), 
RI r/3 <4.x, y) < RI I - R(r) 
dx W, Y), 
b=j dx h,(x, Y) 
4% Y) > 2Rz1 
tend to 0. The proof is modelled after [T]. 
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We begin with an auxiliary construction, in order to substitute the Dirac 
measure 6, in h,(x, y) = (e’“sy)(x) by L* functions with small support 
around y. It will be convenient to work with H = -A - E2 instead of A. 
and more precisely with its square root L = HI’*. 
By the standard parametrix construction we can find, for any integer 
N > 0, properly supported classical pseudodifferential operators @, Y of 
order < -2N such that 
HN@ = I- ‘P. (11) 
Taking N = [n/4] + 1, we get L* functions 4Y = @6,, II/,, = !I%, such that 
6, = HNt#, + $Y, and we can arrange that their support is contained in a 
small ball B(y, E) around y. Moreover we have the following expression for 
the heat kernel 
h,(x, y) = eC’E*(L2NeC’LZq4y)(x) + ep’E2(e-fL2$,)(x). 
(a) Let us show that Z,(t) -0. The operators e-lL2 and L2Ne IL2 are 
clearly bounded on L*(M”), uniformly in t 9 0. Therefore, by Holder 
inequality, 
This expression tends to 0, as t + co, when r < E’/K, and so in particular 
if r = R,/3. 
To estimate I,, I,, and Z,, we shall divide the domain of integration into 
concentric shells of bounded width and use the following lemma to 
estimate the integral of h,(x, y) over each piece: 
LEMMA 3. For r 9 f’12 large, 
s dx k(x, Y) r<d(x,y)<r+ 1 
< cpp/* - 1 { IIqhyIIL2 (r/t)2N+ 11$~JL2} epE2r+Kr--(r--Eb2’4’. 
Proof. The. proof is almost contained in [T]. We shall sketch it for the 
convenience of the reader. 
Using Holder inequality, as before, we are reduced to estimating the L* 
norm of h,( ., y) over the spherical shell r < d(x, y) d r + 1. Recalling the 
integral representation 
f(L) = & j;I dt f(7) cos TL, 
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for even functions of L, in terms of the fundamental solution of the wave 
equation 
(d2/h2 + LZ) u(.t, x) = 0 
u(0, x) = u,(x), a/aTl, U(T, x) = 0, 
(12) 
we can write in our case 
h,(x, y) = const. t-“2eCE2’ 
ii 
00 
dT(id/aT)2N e-z2’4’(Cos ZL) f&(x) 
0 
+ 
s ow dT e --r2’4r 
(cos TL) $Jx) 
1 
The fact that solutions of (12) propagate at speed d 1, and the uniform 
boundedness of cos TL on L2(M”) yield 
112 
dx Mx, Y)’ 
Y) a r I 
< ct - l/2e - E2t 
\ dr I(a/8~)‘“e-~~‘~‘( IIq5,(x)IILz 
The elementary estimate 
s 
m dT I(a/a~)~ e-r2/4tI = ,((r/t),-1e-(r-“)‘/4’) 
I--E 
allows us to conclude. 
(b) Let us show that Z2(t) --) 0. By dividing the domain of integration 
into concentric shells of width < 1, and applying Lemma 3, we get 
Herej runs, for instance, over all positive integers c R, t - R(t). We rewrite 
e-E21+Kj-j2/41=e~(R1r-j)(R~f-j/4~ 
(13) 
In the case E< K, (13) is estimated by c~‘~“-~‘. Thus 
Z2(t)~C{I(~,1(L2+I(~y112} t(K-1)/2emRcf) 
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and this expression tends to 0, by the choice of R(t). In the case E = K, ( 13) 
becomes e-(R1f-j)2’4’ and we are left with the discrete analogue 
c e-(Rlt- j)*/4r 
j<Rlr-R(r) 
of the integral lR1r-R(t) dr e-(R1’-j)2’4r which appeared at the end of 
Section 2. This expression is controlled by tR(t)-“ e-R(r)2’4r and therefore 
tends to 0. 
(c) Similar considerations how that Is(t) -+ 0. 
(d) Let us show that Id(f) + 0. As in (b) we have 
xCjKf2+2N-‘e 
-(R,t j)(Rzt+j)/4r (14) 
Here the sum runs over all integers j > 2R,t - E - 1. The estimate 
,~(R1r~~)(Rzr-j)/4f~,-const.(.~-R~f) easily yields an exponential decay in t for 
the righ hand side of (14). 
Remark 1. The convergence in (10) is locally uniform in y. If we want 
to have uniform convergence over M”, we must impose some global 
constraint on our manifold. An inspection of the proof shows that we need 
to control two different quantities, uniformly in y: the volume growth in 
(7), and the L2 norm of 4Y and J/,. The first one is not a problem and can 
be achieved simply by assuming a lower bound for the Ricci curvature. The 
second is more delicate and C” bounded geometry (or merely Ck bounded 
geometry, for k appropriately large) would be a natural condition. But, as 
noticed in [T, Sect. 41 (see also [CGT, pp. 21-221) C” bounded geometry 
alone (i.e., bounded curvature and strictly positive injectivity radius) yields 
a substitute for (11) with uniform control over M”. 
Let us briefly recall the argument. Consider the integral operator Cp, on 
M” with kernel @,,(x, y)= q(d(x, y)) d(x, Y)~-~, where XE C,“(R) is a 
cut-off function around the origin with X(r) = 0 if r B (4N))’ inj(Mfl). 
Then, for a suitable constant c > 0, we have H@(, = I- Y,,, with Y,(x, y) = 
0(4x, Y)‘-“1. 
Setting Qi = @, Cz:A !P;, Y = Yr, we get I= HQ, + Y, and eventually 
N-1 
I= HNQN+ c H”Y@“. 
m=O 
(15) 
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Moreover the functions @‘6,, !Z%P~, (m = 0, . . . . N- 1) have L* norms 
uniformly bounded in y. Using (15) instead of (ll), we may repeat the 
proof of Theorem 2 with almost no change, and get uniform convergence 
in (10). 
Remark 2. Theorem 2 extends partially to the vector bundle case. Let 
us elaborate. Consider as before a Riemannian manifold M” which satisfies 
conditions (7), (8), and let B be a Euclidean or Hermitian vector bundle 
on M”, with compatible connection V. Consider now a (formally) self- 
adjoint second order differential operator D on B with principal symbol 
1tl2 Id. In other words D = V*V+ D’, where D’ is a formally self-adjoint 
differential operator of order < 1 on B. Typical examples are the Laplacian 
on forms and, more generally, self-adjoint perturbations of the Laplacian 
on tensors, or of the square of Dirac-type operators. 
Some basic properties of the usual Laplacian remain true for these 
operators. For instance, by adapting the argument in [Cl, one can show 
that D is essentially self-adjoint and that solutions of the wave equation 
(a’/&’ + D,) u(t, x) = 0 propagate with speed 6 1. Also, if the L* spectrum 
of D is bounded below, one may form the heat semigroup e-‘D and this 
has a C” kernel h,(x, y). 
Assume now that D satisfies (9), spec D c [E*, +co), with 0 < E6 K. 
Then, by adapting the proof of Theorem 2, one obtains the vanishing 
property 
I ffx IMX, Y)I -+ 07 as t-, +co, x+,4(r) 
where A(t) denotes the annulus RI t- R(t) < d(x, y) S R,t + R(t). In the 
case E> K, the full integral jM dx Ih,(x, y)l tends to 0 (exponentially fast). 
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Note added in proof: M. Babillot and F. Ledrappier have suggested a natural interpreta- 
tion, from the probabilistic point of view, of the diffusion phenomenon studied in this paper. 
The case of symmetric spaces will be dealt with in a forthcoming paper by M. Babillot. 
See also M. P. Malliavin and P. Malhavin, “Factorisations et lois limites de la diffusion 
horizontale au-dessus dun espace riemannien symetrique,” Lecture Notes in Math. 404, 
Springer, Berlin, 1974, for a probabilistic approach to some of these problems. 
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